Standard Location Based Symbols for Outlets

- Standard Wall Outlet @ 18" AFF
  - 3 cables by default, No specific use indicated
- Standard Wall Outlet @ 18" AFF
  - 3 cables by default, Specifically cabled for data use
- Standard Wall Outlet @ 18" AFF
  - 3 cables by default, Specifically cabled for voice use
- Ceiling Mount Outlet
  - 1 cable by default, No specific use indicated
- Ceiling Mount Outlet
  - 1 cable by default, Specifically cabled for data use
- Ceiling Mount Outlet
  - 1 cable by default, Specifically cabled for voice use
- Floor Outlet
  - 3 cables by default, No specific use indicated
- Floor Outlet
  - 3 cables by default, Specifically cabled for data use
- Floor Outlet
  - 3 cables by default, Specifically cabled for voice use

Additional Details For Outlets

- # and Type of Cables
  - A number indicates a specific number of cables different than the default number of cables (as defined above, and by the TIPS Documents).
  - A number prefaced by C indicates a specific quantity of Coax Connections.
  - A number prefaced by F indicates a specific quantity of Fiber Connections.
- Specific Install Detail
  - W  Wall Phone Jack @ 42" AFF (ADA)
  - H  Wall Jack @ +84 AFF (Security Cameras, LCD TVs, Etc.)
  - WP  Weather Proof
  - AV  Audio Video Cables (Specific use, Installed Point To Point)
  - X  Empty (Outlet with no cable, for future use)

Other Telecommunications Symbols

- CT  Cable Tray
- J  J – Hooks**
- T  Telcon Conduit
- Telcon Conduit (Underground)
- Wiremold w/ Devices as Indicated
  - Conduit Turning Up
  - Conduit Turning Down
  - Conduit with Capped End

Additional Device, Safety & Security Symbols

- EP  Emergency Phone
- AP  Wireless Access Point
- Security Camera (Box Style)
- Security Camera (Dome Style)